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About This Game

Nekomew’s Potty Trouble is a one player rhythmic videogame.

You must help Nekomew get to the toilet before he pisses on himself! As you progress in the game the difficulty will rise and
new monsters will appear trying to stop him.

♫ Follow the music and you will make it! ♫

♪ STORY ♪

A little cat called Nekomew, along with his family recently moved to their new house. It's an exciting beginning for his parents,
but something went wrong during nights:

The poor kitten started having nightmares...
His parents are worried about that. Why could it be? Also, Nekomew has some trouble going to the bathroom:

Monsters are looking for him along the corridor...
As time passes some discoveries and events in their new neighbourhood made the parents even more disturbed.

Should they leave the new house before something dangerous happens?

 ♪ GAMEPLAY ♪
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Using your keyboard or gamepad you'll have to help Nekomew reach the bathroom before he pisses on himself. To do so, you'll
go forward along the corridor as you'll escape from the scary monsters that are waiting for him. You'll be able to avoid those

creepy guys by paying attention to the music and:

Closing your eyes: close them if something freaks you out.
Covering your ears: that way you won't listen things that could make you want to pee...

Blinding them with the doll's light: let's you light the corridor and stop monsters that want to jump on you.

 ♪ GAME CONTENT ♪

Story Mode: contains 8 levels. Before each level a cutscene will let you know more about what's going on in Nekomew's life...
??? : a locked additional mode with extra levels that will make you play the game differently... What if you firstly complete the

story mode...?
Even more things that you'll find out as you progress...

 ♪ LANGUAGES ♪

All menu and cutscene texts are available in the following languages:

English

Spanish

Catalan
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Title: Nekomew's Potty Trouble
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Pikewin
Publisher:
Pikewin
Release Date: 11 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8

Processor: Intel i7-2670QM 2.20GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GT 540M

Storage: 268 MB available space

English
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Excellent game with fun gameplay for a bargain price. Highly recommended.. God i miss my wife. Excellent game. Play on
realism, and immerse yourself in the gritty reality of New World conflict. I'm gonna be honest with you, there is some fine
Brazilian craftsmanship at work here. The game is downright incredible. It is low production value but there is not a large
market for historical FPS so take it or leave it. The chance to immerse yourself in the the world is transcendent. If you are on
the right side of the bell curve and can navigate the designer's crippling autism.

Pros:
-Nude indigenous women
-Brutal combat
-Genuine Portguese voice acting
-Oddly beautiful cutscenes (srsly they are freakishly good)

Cons:
-Designed by what I can only assume is a deranged favela nightmare child.
-No real attempt at sound design. Background playlist of period appropriate indigenous and Portugese music is a MUST.

I'm gonna level with you. Most people would consider this game\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I however have
played a lot of video games starting with Atari 2600. This game has my respect, it is challenging, if only because it is so poorly
designed, and the visuals are pretty snazzy. Although the creation of the game is the work of an amateur there is definitely a
level of passion and genuine hard work and drive to create a historical game. If you can ignore all that the game is missing, and
immerse yourself in the simple life of a Tupi warrior stalking Portugese in the jungle, its pretty fun. IF you are the type of
person who can enjoy a game for what it is rather than what you want it to be, you may find this game enjoyable. I sure did.. An
interesting premise for a police management game, but it quickly becomes a plodding, card-slotting slog by the mid-game,
occasionally hampered by the RNG system deciding a third of your staff will not show up on a particular day or will turn in
drunk. The narrative framing story ends on a bleak note, with your agency on the final conclusion being somewhat minimal.. Me
and the chick love this game.....

I love the movie, so naturally im down for a watchman themed♥♥♥♥♥kicker.

Was really impressed for the price....Its like batman combat, but not really...

Great fun and a must buy for 5 bucks. Delta Force Land Warrior is a fun tactical first-person shooter that despite some small
issues remains as a good game that is worth your time .
Final Score : 7/10 ( Good )

Full video review :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dHjxS1ywCRc. Fun and quite challenging at times. I played a similar game on the PS3 and
absolutely fell in love with that version, my friends would come over just to help complete levels. While this version didn't have
quite the same impact on me, the gameplay is on par and I would highly recommend picking up this version if a good challenge
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gucci flip flops when?. this game is♥♥♥♥♥♥100%. This is one of those gather resources to keep the colony alive with some
random story elements. There is no real direction and it can go on infinitly. Its really a trippy solo player game, I like how your
planet and the sun pulse to the awesome music. There are lots of cool visuals to explore in every galaxy but they do get repetive.

This would be a fun game for kids to learn the periodic tables of elements symbols.. childhood game, glad to have finally found
it. I bought SiNKR because I loved Hook and was looking for more of the same. While SiNKR does superficially resemble
Hook in the screenshots, the actual gameplay is quite different, and very much its own thing. I enjoyed playing SiNKR, and I
completed the game plus all achievements in about two hours. I feel it is worth the small asking price, and I am looking forward
to the sequel.

One more thing: I have seen some reviews complaining about the PC controls, but I played SiNKR on a Windows 7 PC and I
had no problem with the controls, so I am not sure what those negative reviews are talking about.. Funny little timekiller.
Surprisingly addictive.. I love this game and I highly recommend that you buy this game. It is somewhat of a challenge, but it is
really fun and the music is awesome. I give it a 10/10. Superb game!. Who would suggest one own's password for a super-secret
project with a stupid riddle written on a black board?
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